AVIATION AND TRANSIT COMMISSION MINUTES
Tuesday, February 6, 2018
The Aviation and Transit Commission met in the Administration Conference Room at the Billings
Logan International Airport on Tuesday, February 6, 2018. Those in attendance included:
Aviation and Transit Commission Members
Peggie Gaghen, Chair
Dan Farmer, Vice Chair
Ron Spence
Mark Astle
Chuck Tooley

City Staff and Guests
Shane Ketterling, Assistant Director of Aviation & Transit
Marita Herold, Business Manager
Zack Terakedis, Terakedis Fine Art

PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
A public comment period was offered. No public comments were received.
TERMINAL ART DISPLAY REQUEST
Mr. Ketterling introduced City staff and a guest who were present at the meeting, which consisted of
Marita Herold, Airport Business Manager, and Zack Terakedis, gallery owner of Terakedis Fine Art in
downtown Billings. Mr. Ketterling reviewed the "art in the airport" request that was discussed in
detail during the January Aviation and Transit Commission Meeting. Mr. Terakedis explained his
Rodeo Display Proposal in detail, as per the attachment, and then Commission Members discussed
the proposal and asked a number of questions. Specifically, Commissioner Spence asked how the
Airport would verify security surrounding the artwork, since the collection is valued at $69,000. Mr.
Ketterling and Mrs. Herold reminded the group that the Airport provides Fine Arts Insurance and
explained that this display would be in a secure location, along a wall where passengers exit the
concourse and in view of a TSA employee who provides security in this location. Additionally, our
Airport Police Officers regularly inspect our facility, and typically observe passengers exiting the
concourse in this location when flights arrive. We also have Building Maintenance employees who
work inside the Terminal 24 hours per day, and a closed circuit television camera system.
Commissioner Tooley asked Mr. Terakedis why and how he chose the artwork/artist in his proposal,
as he wants to make sure all artists who are interested in displaying artwork in the Terminal have
the same opportunity. Zack referenced the information of "Rodeo Stories" by artist John Hull as
identified within his proposal (attached). He also explained that he feels this type of art display
accurately represents Montana, our community, and that many people travelling here will enjoy it.
Marita reminded everyone that although Zack reached out to her with his proposal, this was unique
and the Airport typically does not receive these types of requests. Staff will ensure that we remain
unbiased, fair, and allow other artists the same opportunity, and will forward any/all of these
requests to the Commission.
After discussing the proposal and answering questions, all
Commissioners voted to approve the display and noted that this should be good for the Airport and
hopefully spark interest from other local artists. Marita will work with Zack to finalize the
appropriate paperwork and anticipate hanging this display soon; followed with a grand opening
event for the Airport, artist, Commission Members, and the media.

UPDATE ON TERMINAL DESIGN PROCESS
Mr. Ketterling provided the Commission with an update on the Terminal Remodel and Expansion
Project. He explained that today, February 6, staff had a full day meeting with the project's
engineers and architects. Overall, the meeting was very productive and Airport staff was presented
with excellent information, options, and cost estimates for this project. Numerous schematic
designs of how to expand on and improve the Terminal Building were reviewed and discussed. The
group has narrowed down the options and is evaluating and prioritizing what needs to occur
immediately, what can wait, and a wish list of other improvements. This process is also creating a
master plan of sorts that incorporates all of the information provided by the engineers/architects to
ensure that a successful remodel takes place, with the ability to continue to expand the Terminal
well into the future. Although everyone is very excited by all of the possibilities, many of these
improvements will unfortunately be very expensive. The group will continue to evaluate all options
and most likely develop different bid schedules, so if bid prices are lower than anticipated, as much
work as possible can be completed. The group will be meeting again on March 5, and staff will
provide an update of the progress at the March Aviation and Transit Commission Meeting.
AIRPORT AND TRANSIT ADMINISTRATIVE/OPERATIONS REPORTS
 Mr. Ketterling explained that MET Transit is currently testing a new computer software program
called UniteGPS that monitors and displays where all buses and vans are located on a map at
any point in time. In addition to tracking bus locations, this program also tracks mileage, speed
of vehicle, and lots of other useful information. Transit's staff will have the ability to compile all
of this information, query statistics, create reports, evaluate options, and make positive changes
based on the information received. Additionally, passengers will have the option to install an
app with a map on their phone in order to monitor the bus they are riding on to see if it is on
time, running late, etc. Staff will show this program to Commission Members during an
upcoming Aviation and Transit Commission Meeting.
 Mr. Ketterling provided an update and information on Winter weather. Unfortunately, for the
first time in his 26-year career here at the Airport, we had to close our primary Runway 10L/28R
due to freezing rain. He explained that although we have an excellent snow removal crew who
can successfully plow many feet of snow, rain water that flash freezes on the runway is an
entirely different matter, and can create an extremely unsafe situation for aircraft. Although our
crews continued to plow, broom, apply sand and deicing fluid throughout the night, the main
runway was closed from approximately 10:00 p.m. until 6:00 a.m. on February 5, 2018.
Fortunately, during that time of night there is not a lot of aircraft traffic; however, two
commercial flights, United and Alaska, were unable to land and had to return to the airports they
departed from.
ITEMS FROM THE COMMISSION
 Commissioner Spence asked a few follow up questions regarding snow removal. Specifically,
how much snowfall begins to impact the Airport, and why an Allegiant plane is broken down and
parked on the ramp. Mr. Ketterling explained that when it is snowing one to two inches per
hour, it can be very difficult to keep up with. He informed everyone that when those conditions
exist, we essentially close everything on the airfield except the main runway, taxiway, and ramp.
All snow removal equipment including plows, brooms, and blowers stage at the end of the
runway and we coordinate 20 to 30 minute closures with the Air Traffic Control Tower between
aircraft operations, so that the snow removal equipment can make one pass on each side of the
centerline to keep up with the storm and maintain a safe runway. Mr. Ketterling also explained
that an Allegiant MD-80 was attempting to make a hard turn and power out from Gate B-4 and
ended up with a locked nose wheel. A tug was then connected to the nose wheel and
attempted to tow the aircraft, but due to snow/ice on the taxiway, the aircraft slid into the tug
and tore a small hole into the side of the fuselage. Fortunately, Allegiant sent another aircraft to





pick up the passengers, and mechanics were due to arrive to inspect the damage, patch the
hole, and ferry the aircraft back to their maintenance facility.
Commissioner Gaghen had a comment and question regarding the statistics that were sent out
for the month of January. She noticed that Delta Air Lines had dropped approximately 8% in
landed weight, but United Airlines had increased 8%, and she thought this was very interesting.
She also asked why Boeing had landing reports for the month of December 2016, but nothing in
December of 2017. Mr. Ketterling explained that Boeing routinely brings in new aircraft to
Billings for testing because they like landing on Runway 10L since it has a 1% decrease in the
slope from the west to the east, which is unusual for a runway. Boeing does not operate into
Billings on any type of regular schedule and it is all based on when they are flight testing
aircraft; therefore, they may fly into Billings six months in a row and then nothing for the next
six months.
Commissioner Tooley shared information with the group regarding his work with the Big Sky
Economic Development and Billings Works Steering Committee. He explained that he has heard
from many new Millennials who work in our community, and that they are unimpressed with the
existing Terminal Building and are looking forward to the remodel work that is being proposed.

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned.
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City of Billings
Login International Airport
Temporary Exhibit and Display Proposal for Review
Selection Criteria
1. Proposed location is at the top of the escalator that leads down to the
baggage claim. See attachment B1.
2. “Rodeo Stories” is a series of artwork created by nationally acclaimed artist
John Hull. John Hull tells stories of life passages – “a series of psychological
stories filled with boredom and wonder.” He wants to show human
relationships and “the individual’s struggle to find equilibrium amidst
passion and doubt.” He says, "…no matter how many different series or
narrative ideas I explore as a painter, I think I end up telling the same story."
John Hull received a BA from Yale University and MFA from the University of
Illinois, Urbana-Champaign. His work is included in collections of the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Denver Art Museum, the Israel Museum, the
New Museum of Contemporary Art, Greenville County Art Museum, the
Edwin A. Ulrich Museum and Yale University Art Gallery.
a. The selected series of rodeo painting comes from John’s time spent at
the Ucross Foundation in Wyoming. John traveled to the Johnson
County Rodeo and the Cody Rodeo and spent time on a media pass to
get behind the scenes look at today’s cowboy culture. Seeing a cowgirl
readying to barrel race taking a second to answer her cell phone is a
reality of today’s culture and John captures what is happening today
in a sometimes “not so” romantic fashion. But it is still incredibly
relevant to understanding how we interact as people.
3. Terakedis Fine Art has done installations in large and small commercial
spaces such as (this will be a first time display at LIA):
a. Blue Cross Blue Shield Headquarters in Helena, MT
b. Country Club Towers II & III in Denver, CO
c. Harper and Madison Restaurant, Billings, MT
d. The Local, Billings, MT
4. The “Rodeo Stories” installation will include up to 17 pieces of John Hull’s
works. All pieces are acrylic paint on canvas which are very light in weight.
Pieces can be installed with a locking hanging system. The sizes vary from
12x24, 24x36 and one piece up that is 18x56.
5. The estimated value of the collection is $69,000.
6. The exhibit can be maintained through regular light dusting that will be done
by Terakedis Fine Art. We will use compressed air to dust the pieces on a
monthly basis due to the high traffic in that area. Because the pieces use
acrylic paint, there is a higher level of durability and cleaning should be
generally only performed on an as needed basis to not add undue damage to
the pieces.
7. Display period is from February 2018 – October 2018

8. A grand opening event will be planned as part of the installation process once
there is approval and the planning for installation is completed. Multiple
local news outlets have been contacted to generate interest in the process
and the exhibit.
9. Promotional material will consist of:
a. 1 – 11x14 framed bio of John Hull
b. 1 – 10x10 Terakedis Fine Art information plaque
c. 1 – 18”x36” Vinyl lettering displaying “Rodeo Stories”
10. As an enhancement to the installation, it is also my recommendation that we
relocate one of the two horse sculptures that are currently sitting in the
baggage claim area. There would be a great complement by adding one of
the pieces to that area.
Thank you for your consideration
Zack Terakedis
Owner
Terakedis Fine Art
112 N. Broadway
Billings, MT 59101
406-696-0149
zack@terakedisfineart.com

